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── Electromagnetic Shock Wave With Vacuum Suction



Parameter
Output 110V/60Hz OR 220V/50Hz

Power consumption ≤350W

Vacuum intensity 10-80 Kpa

Shock wave max. energy 200 MJ

Shock wave frequency 1-18 Hz

Package Dimension 525*465*400 mm

Package weight 20 KG Alu box



Anti cellulite

PhysiotherapyPhysiotherapy

ED treatment



InterfaceInterface

V-Shock for cellulite reduction

For physical therapy

For ED treatment



Advantages

1 Unique patented V 
SHOCK handle design

2 Special vacuum tips

3 Strong vacuum suction to 
locate body fat

4 Combine physiotherapy l ipo 
reduction and ED therapy

5 Vacuum suction work 
together with shock wave

6 New software and new  menu 
easy to operate



How Shockwave performs cellulite treatment How Shockwave performs cellulite treatment ??

Radial Shock Waves break down fat cells and 
restore flexibility to connective tissue. Increased 
blood supply speeds up removal of waste 
products from fat cells. Blood flow is improved, 
allowing waste fluids to drain. Shockwaves 
stimulate activity within the cell, resulting in 
tighter, smoother looking skin. Skin and 
connective tissue tighten and regain their natural 
elasticity. 
Many parts of the body can be treated. 



Wide focal area Lower focal area

Vacuum shock wave Mainstream shock wave

What are the benefits of using shock wave What are the benefits of using shock wave 
with vacuum for cellulite reductionwith vacuum for cellulite reduction？？
Vacuum shockwave is the new technology of shock waves 
to treat flaws caused by cellulite and the effect of orange peel 
skin.

It is a new electromagnetic shockwave,  avoiding all the 
energy dispersion problems of traditional compressed air 
systems. 

The vacuum system controlled allows the acoustic wave to 
only be confined in fatty tissue, concentrating energy only 
where it is needed for the purposes of the results. By 
combining the vacuum with shock waves, we stimulate 3 
times more tissue volume than conventional shockwave to 
effectively treat cellulite by stimulating a larger surface of 
biological tissue, increasing the regenerative and recuperative 
effects of the tissue treated.
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Cellulite Severity Scale - CSS

Buttocks Posterior thigh

Cellulite reduction resultsCellulite reduction results

Improvement in the severity of cellulite between the initial evaluation, 
reevaluations, and follow-up 3 months from the end of the treatment



How to operateHow to operate

Mobile operation, apply essential oil, absorb fat 
in local area for mobile impacting.

Target Point operation , 50-100 times for each area, and 
repeat twice for each point in the treatment area.

For harder cellulite, target-point and mobile operation can 
be combined.



Shockwave for physiotherapyShockwave for physiotherapy

• Shockwave is an acoustic wave which carries
high energy to painful areas and soft t issues
with subacute, subchronic and chronic
condit ions. This energy promotes healing,
regenerating and reparative processes. It 's a
unique, non-invasive solution for pain
associated with the musculoskeletal system.
Just three to four treatments needed at
weekly intervals. A therapy session only
takes approximately 10 minutes.



ED TreatmentED Treatment

Most men suffering from erectile dysfunction have 

vascular problems affecting the vessels that 

supply blood to the cavernous bodies of the penis, 

resulting in a decreased ability to develop and 

maintain an erection. The end result is an 

inadequate blood-flow followed by premature 

draining of an already reduced amount of blood 

from the cavernous bodies, meaning an erection is 

not achieved. Shockwave Therapy for ED of this 

type can be a highly effective treatment.
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